Real-Time Market
Data and Intelligence
You Can Trust
Financial and Compliance Software

Biz4x is a SaaS-based platform that provides financial
market data and access to a risk intelligence database
for professional services to mitigate risk. Biz4x’s realtime data is aggregated from top industry providers
and is available through a simple user interface, as well
as APIs for integration into custom solutions. Biz4x’s
financial and compliance data is used by customers in
more than 30 different countries.

Industries Served

Accountancy

Finance

Audit

Legal

Corporate

Technology

Also Available on

Get started with a free Biz4x trial
Contact us at sales@biz4x.com or +65 3159 3368

Real-Time Financial Data
You Can Rely On
Biz4x’s low latency data feed provides live FX rates
and historical charts for all major currency pairs so
companies and their customers can trade and make
critical business decisions with the most updated
facts on hand.

Real-time FX Rates

Leading Providers

Access Ask, Bid, Open, High, Low and Mid-market
prices

Data is sourced from more than 150 top providers

Major Currency Pairs

Custom Options

Set-up and track up to 100 major currency pairs

Edit table column format, fonts and colours for
easy comparison

Data Accuracy

API Integration

Precision of up to 6 decimal places

Integrate data feed into custom software for
corporate or client use

Historical Charts

Multi-Platform Access

Candlestick price charts for price direction and
trend analysis

Access data through a user interface on web or
mobile

Compliance Solutions
to Reduce Risk
The cost of compliance and risk of non-compliance
are both increasing for companies that need to
ensure proper know your customer due diligence
according to local regulatory laws. Biz4x provides
a global risk intelligence database for customer
screening against anti-money laundering, countering
the financing of terrorism, politically exposed
persons, watch and sanctions lists.

Comprehensive Coverage
Daily update of more than 4 million results from
100,000 sources by top data providers

Exact and Broad Search
Specify accuracy of search results

Search History
Major Sanction Lists
Results from EU, UN, US OFAC, SDN, UK FSA, US
FRB and Interpol lists

Access or export a history of search results dating
back a year

Multi-Language Support
Results in 60 languages from 240 territories

Birth date and identification number

API Integration

Reduce false positives with advanced filtering
options

Integrate data feed into custom software for
corporate or client use

Biz4x’s compliance categories
Blacklists

Bank

Corporate

Individual

Crime (Financial, Narcotics, Organised, Other, War)

Legal

Embargo / Embargo Vessel

Military

Port

Country

Terrorism

Diplomat

Vessel

Organisation

Political Individual

Religion

Political Party

Trade Union

Biz4x is developed by 4xLabs, a fintech that was established in 2011 and headquartered in
Singapore. The company is focused on pioneering innovative industry solutions for compliance,
efficiency and relevance. 4xLabs powers price discovery platforms such as Get4x for currency
exchange and Send4x for remittance.
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